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ABSTRACT 

The description of steady non-uniform laminar flow 

was attempted. The model used was that of a thin incom¬ 

pressible, isothermal liquid film flowing down an infi¬ 

nitely wide plate. Solutions predicting the film thick¬ 

ness and velocity profiles as a function of distance 

down the plate were obtained for various initial 

conditions® 

The solutions were obtained by using a form of the 

Mechanical Energy Equation and an approximated form of 

the equation of motion. The Mechanical Energy Equa¬ 

tion was an ordinary differential equation, and as such 

it was solved numerically by the Modified-modified 

Euler method. The equation of motion was finally re¬ 

duced to a linear partial differential equation and also 

solved numerically. 

From the results, a correlation for the development 

of velocity profiles as a function of the Reynold,s 

number was obtained. It was found to be linear with the 

initial film thickness as a parameter. The velocity 

profiles obtained were similar in shape to those measured 

experimentally by Nedderman (3); however, it was imposs¬ 

ible to duplicate film thickness profiles obtained exper- 



imentally by Ryan-Bell (7)« Film thickness profiles 

calculated by the Mechanical Energy Equation should be 

good approximations for a physical situation once flow 

has become "similar", but no experimental data was 

available for comparison. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

For the case of steady laminar non-uniform film 

flow little has been done experimentally to describe 

velocity profiles or the film thickness as a function of 

distance down an open channel or flat plate. Theoreti¬ 

cal solutions contain many assumptions which may or may 

not be justified. However, by numerically solving the 

equation of motion and continuity, it is possible to 

predict both the velocity profiles and film thickness 

of incompressible fluid flowing down a plate as a func— 

tion of distance for any prescribed initial conditions. 

Such a solution does not have the restriction of unjust¬ 

ified assumptions. 

A. Film Thickness in Steady Non-uniform Film Flow 

Flow of a liquid in an open channel is considerably 

more complicated than that in a closed conduit due to the 

presence of a free surface. This is true because the 

cross-section is fixed for a closed channel while it is 

free to change for an open one. If the discharge or mass 

flow at a given cross-section is independent of time, 

the flow can be classified as steady. If it varies with 

time, it may be said to be unsteady. If the velocity pro¬ 

file or average velocity at any cross-section is the same 

as at successive cross-sections, then the flow is termed 
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uniform. When the profiles and consequently the average 

velocity change from one cross-section to the next, the 

flow is non-uniform. Therefore, for uniform flow to exist 

the channel must have a constant width and shape. Non- 

uniform flow is usually thought of in two categories. 

Rapidly varied flow takes place when the cross-section is 

changed abruptly. Gradually varied flow is that where 

the cross-section varies slowly enough that the energy 

losses can be calculated in the same manner as for uni¬ 

form flow. 

In gradually varied flow it is usually assumed that 

the depth, area, slope, and hydraulic radius of the liquid 

flowing in the channel change very slowly. For laminar 

flow to occur the velocity must be small, the cross-section 

very small, or the viscosity very large. One example of 

this is the case of a thin film of liquid flowing down an 

inclined plate. 

Since most open-channel flows are turbulent, very 

little work has been done to predict flows in the laminar 

region. The method usually used for turbulent flow is to 

assume that the energy loss due to friction can be pre¬ 

dicted by the Manning formula (1): 

o _-A E . n2 Qz 

° AL ' Z.2082 f\z R4/3 

n is the roughness factor tabulated in King 

Q is the discharge 

(1) 
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A is the cross-section 

R is the hydraulic radius 

S is the slope of the energy grade line 

An energy balance can be set up and from the resulting 

non-linear ordinary differential equation a solution 

obtained giving the film thickness as a function of 

distance down the plate. Since these solutions are 

for turbulent flow the correction factor alpha for the 

kinetic energy term is assumed to be unity (2). Any 

entrance region is ignored for such a solution and by 

implication assumed to be a continuation of the flow 

downstream. These solutions only hold at small angles 
» 

of inclination, since pressure heads must be measured 

vertically to be accurate rather than perpendicular to 

the plate. 

Wilkes and Nedderman (3) measured the thickness of 

a film emerging in laminar flow from between two parallel 

plates. To predict the film thickness, theoretically, 

they assumed that the profiles were semiparabolic every¬ 

where, and equated the change in momentum to the other 

forces involved. They found that surface tension ap¬ 

parently played an important part in their results. The 

difference between theoretical and experimental thick¬ 

nesses in the immediated region after the initial point 

was explained as being due to the contact angle. The fact 
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that the profiles were changing from a parabolic to semi¬ 

parabolic form was ignored. 

B. Velocity Profiles in Non-uniform Laminar Liquid 
Films 

The complete equations of motion for fluid flows 

with friction have been known for some time. Except for 

some very special cases they have not been solved due to 

the great difficulty involved. With the advent of 

Boundary Layer Theory, a large number of types of flows 

have been subject to successful analysis. However, the 

analysis of a thin or turbulent film flowing down a plate 

in anything but an equilibrium situation has been neglected. 

Boundary Layer Theory for a flat plate does not cover such 

cases since it involves the basis assumption that there is 

a flow with a uniform velocity outside the boundary layer. 

Scott Lynn (4) studied experimentally the acceleration 

of the surface of a laminar film emerging from between 

parallel plates into an open channel. He also derived 

the equation of motion for the film and put it into 

dimensionless form resulting in a one parameter problem. 

The final equation was a non-linear integro partial dif¬ 

ferential equation. 

Actual velocity profiles in the transition region 

where a thin liquid film goes to equilibrium after emerg¬ 

ing from between two parallel plates were measured by 



Wilkes and Nedderman. (3) They found that the profiles 

changed rapidly from the parabolic profile between the 

plates to a semiparabolic one. 

« 

C. Inlet Region 

In Boundary Layer Theory, the Navier-Stokes equa¬ 

tions are usually solved analytically by assuming that 

the profiles become "similar” immediately. Numerical 

solutions and experimental data have borne this out. (5) 

By definition similarity implies that if the velocity 

is plotted versus the distance perpendicular to the 

plate in some appropriate dimensionless form, then the 

profile will be the same, regardless of the film thick¬ 

ness or the distance down the plate. In laminar flow 

this should take the form of a semiparabola. 

Lynn (4) measured the surface velocity of a film 

emerging from between two parallel plates and found that 

it accelerated rapidly. Part of this was due to the 

approach to equilibrium after the rearrangement left 

it in a non-uniform but similar condition. 

Nedderman and Wilkes (3) measured the complete 

velocity profile of a film (in the Reynold’s number 

range of unity) emerging with a parabolic distribution 

and found that the profiles became semiparabolic a short 

distance down the plate. They were able then to predict 
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the film thickness as a function of distance down the 

plate by assuming that the profile was semiparabolic at 

every position downstream « This implies that the pro¬ 

files were similar at all points and gave a good approxi¬ 

mation of the film thickness, except in the region 

immediately after the initial point» 

By solving the equation of motion it should be 

possible to predict exactly where the profiles become 

similar and the resulting film thickness in this region 

due to the rearrangement of the profile. 

D. Similarity 

In turbulent flow velocity distribution have been 

presented in terms of dimensionless parameters giving 

that which is known as the universal velocity profile. 

Although they are of such a form that it is expected that 

they would be independent of Reynold’s number, this has 

not been found to be the case (6). Consequently, Rothfus 

and Mondrad (6) modified these parameters so that the 

curves using their dimensionless parameters are indepen¬ 

dent of the Reynold’s number. 

In uniform laminar flow it is possible to predict a 

set of dimensionless parameters that will give the same 

or "similar” profile regardless of the Reynold’s number 

or angle of inclination (appendix A). This is not dif¬ 

ficult since the profile can be predicted analytically 



for uniform flow. This also makes it possible to show 

that the universal velocity profile is dependent on the 

Reynold’s number for laminar flow (appendix B). For 

non-uniform flow these same dimensionless parameters 

should show "similarity," if it exists. 

Hydrodynamic similarity has been shown to exist 

theoretically for laminar flow, by Rothfus and Monrad (6), 

between pipes and channels if the Reynold’s number for a 

closed channel is approximately twice that of the Reynold* 

number for a pipe. Ryan-Bell found that laminar flow in 

film flow exists up to a Reynold’s number of approximately 

4600 (7). 



II. MECHANICAL ENERGY EQUATION 

A. Derivation 

For the situation shown in Figure I, if unit width 

(on an infinitely wide plate) is assumed, the resulting 

flow is two dimensional. An energy balance of unit mass 

at some point in the fluid yields: 

It should be noted that since the film surface is not 

parallel to the plate the approximation of the static 

pressure head using ysec (Q) is not exact and may be 

quite inaccurate if the film changes thickness rapidly. 

The friction loss is assumed to be the same as for uni¬ 

form flow (Ô). 

Figure 1 

La dfl = O 
py (3) 
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LET A=dW WHERE W= I. 

- du - qsmedjl + Qsccedu +/Tom \ dL^f" 
ôTÿ3 w3 J J [ ÇQ*-) W* 

Zo_ _â. 
4g- = 9***6 ~ Pûz H3  dX Qj- 

3 sec e - c<33 

du - a sine y3 -(fo) 63 9c. 
dt * » QA 

9secô ir " ôC 
(4) 

d-y _ Aid3 - B 
cU ' Cy3- D (5) 

A= 3SÎn© (6) 

B * (WlGt^c (7) 

C* 9'sec© (8) 

WHERE s 
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D' -ÿ (9> 

For constant flow rate each of these coefficients are 

constant for some given Reynold’s number and angle of 

inclination. 

In order to solve the Mechanical Energy Equation it 

should be noted that two assumptions are necessary. Since 

the square of the average velocity is less than the 

weighted average of the squares of the separate velo¬ 

cities, the kinetic energy for a cross-section using the 

average velocity squared will be incorrect. To take this 

into account a correction factor alpha is used (2). A 

good approximation of alpha was obtained by assuming that 

the velocity profile was semiparabolic (appendix C). 

In calculating the energy loss due to friction (or 

friction factor) it was assumed that the difference be¬ 

tween gradually varied flow and uniform flow was small 

(the validity of this assumption will be discussed sub¬ 

sequently). Since there is an expression for the friction 

factor in terms of the Reynold’s number for uniform film 

flow this was used. The form used by Nusselt is as 

follows (IS): 

(To/pp2) = 12/Re (10) 
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The inlet region for any actual case of film flow 

will involve accelerations and decelerations of velo¬ 

cities which will depend on the type of entrance used. 

These are ignored in the equation as it is assumed that 

regardless of the starting point the same film thickness 

profile will be followed. 

The possibility exists, that instead of (To/pju^) 

being constant, that the part of film near the plate 

comes to equilibrium much more rapidly than the remainder 

of the fluid and To itself is constant. This results in 

a somewhat different ordinary differential equation 

(appendix D). 

From equation (5) it can be seen that if the numer¬ 

ator goes to zero that the left side of the equation also 

goes to zero. This is the case at equilibrium or uniform 

flow. The depth at this point is referred to as the 

normal depth of the film. It is given by the fallowing 

equation: 

If the denominator of equation (5) goes to zero, the 

derivation goes to infinity. The equation does not 

hold in this vicinity. The depth at which this happens 

is called the critical depth and is given by equation: 

(11) 
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» 

Mc* Rez Mz 
J
 lo n2ao JG ç2â°<sece (12) 

This is explained algebraically by defining the critical 

depth as the depth at which the minimum specific energy 

is possible (where specific energy is defined by equa¬ 

tion (13)* 

In a rectangular channel of constant cross-section and 

flow rate it can be seen that there are three possible 

roots of the equation for any value of the specific 

energy. Of these three, only two are ever physically 

significant, since one is negative. The point at which 

only one positive root exists is the critical depth and 

the point of minimum specific energy. 

The equation does not hold for steep slopes either, 

since the hydrostatic pressure should be measured ver¬ 

tically and the normal cross-section is inclined. Points 

at different levels in the cross-section contain differ¬ 

ent amounts of energy. This is partially taken into ac¬ 

count as shown so the equation should hold to moderately 

large angles as shown. It can be seen that ysec (0) 

gives a better approximation of the vertical height of 

the liquid than merely using the film thickness at that 

-2 
Q_ 

WHERE: Û = wy 
(13) 

point. 
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The solution of the Mechanical Energy Equation was 

obtained by using the Modified-Modified Euler method. 

The differential equation was put in difference form 

and the following expression obtained; 

(appendix E) 

£l 
2YK 

y*.= 
h+ 

fAY*’ - Bl 
* r i 

l.fMXfcfil ,'Uï'prârBl 

w 

r -1" j3AYfr 
O
.
 

1 + icYi-DHifeSElDB rbfoa.. 

(14) 

, RTM-B T: [30^, T 
3cri, lari - DJ 

This expression was iterated on and the solution ob¬ 

tained. 

B. Results 

A summary of the specific solutions of the Mechani¬ 

cal Energy Equation is given in Table I and elaborated 

on below: 

1. Solutions were obtained at several initial 

conditions for Reynold’s numbers of 100, 500, 1000, 

1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000, and 

5500 for comparison with the equation of motion. 

2. At several Reynold’s numbers a large number of 

initial conditions were used for the purpose of showing 

that the film thickness curve was independent of the 

initial condition as long as it was above or below the 

equilibrium value and not above the critical value. If 

this was true one curve in each case would suffice, and 

for any initial depth it would only be necessary to 



TABLE I 

SOLUTIONS TO THE MECHANICAL ENERGY EQUATION 

REYNOLD’S 
NUMBER 

SLOT ANGLE OF 
INCLINA¬ 
TION 

OTHER COMMENTS 

500 1.3 Vary Angle 
JVom l°to 89° 

Indication of angle 
dependence Fis» 3 

1000 tl ft 

For small angle in 
region of critical 
depth sometimes 

5000 ft ft 

1000-0  tf ft 

O
 
o
 
o
 

o
 If tf 

50000 If tf 

99999 tf ft 

500 10° ' Vary slot: .5, 
.7, .9, 1.0, 
1.1, 1.3,1.5 

Superposition Fig. 2 

Reynold’s number 
; 'dependence Fig. 8,9 

For Comparison with 
the equation of 
motion Fig. 8,9, 
10,11 

1000 ft tf 

1500 ft ft 

2000 ft ft 

2500 ft It 

3000 tf ft 

3500 ft tf 

AOOO ft tf 

A500 ft It 

5000 ft tf 

500 o5  5^ ______ Constant To/pu^ 
500 ... o 5 5^ Constant To 
500 .9 5U Vary DX: .05, 

o2• o 5• 1»0 
Determine accuracy 

of DX used 
500 .9 less 

than 1° 
Determine behavior 
in region of critical 
deoth 

500 «7 5° Vary alpha: 
.5,.64$,.9 

Determine effect of 
alpha 
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start at that point on the curve. 

3. Since answers were obtained in both dimensionless 

and dimensional form, several runs were made at the same 

Reynold’s number with different angles to show that the 

dimensionless form was independent of the angle of in¬ 

clination of the plate as predicted by the approximated 

equation of motion. The deviation was small and indicated 

that the equation of motion was accurate for most 

Reynold’s numbers and angles. 

4. Several runs at similar conditions were made 

with different increment sizes down the plate to justify 

the accuracy of increment size used. 

5. Using the equation obtained by considering To 

as constant rather than To/pi^, data was obtained to 

investigate this effect. 

6. Various runs were made at different alphas to 

determine the effect the energy correction factor had 

on the curves. 

C. Discussion 

The resulting curves were smooth and went to equi¬ 

librium as expected. The final depth was the normal 

depth. Since entrance conditions were not accounted for, 

the curves could be superimposed from one initial point 

to the next (Fig 2). The dependence of the curves plot¬ 

ted in dimensionless variables upon the angle of incli- 





nation was found to be less than 10% at a Reynold*s 

number of 500 and decreased as the Reynold»s number 

increased, which was expected (Fig 3)® They were not 

Strongly affected by the energy correction factor alpha 

(Fig 4)« The lower the Reynold’s number, the faster 

the curves went to equilibrium within certain limits 

(Fig 7 & Ô). 

Flow down a plate can be divided into four types. 

The names of these are steep, critical, adverse, and 

mild. Steep flow exists when the critical depth is 

greater than the normal depth. If the initial depth 

is less than the critical depth the flow will go to 

equilibrium. If it is equal or greater than the 

critical depth it will not go to equilibrium. In mild 

flow the critical depth is less than the normal depth, 

and the flow can never go to equilibrium. In critical 

flow the normal depth is equal to the critical depth, 

and the flow can never go to equilibrium. In horizontal 

and adverse flow the normal depth is infinite indicating 

that the inclination of the plate is horizontal or nega¬ 

tive. For this case the flow can never go to equilibrium. 

Qualitative sketches showing these types of flow are in 

the appendix F (16). 

It was found that assuming that To was constant, 

rather than To/pji , resulted in a greatly different curve 
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which went to equilibrium much slower (Fig 5)» 

It was found that the increment sizes used affected 

the answers less than .001$ (Fig 6). 
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III. EQUATION OF MOTION 

A. Partial Differential Equation 

1. Derivation 

Theequations of motion and continuity for a New¬ 

tonian fluid with constant density and viscosity may be 

written as follows (9)î 

p Pi) - 2_ r Dt * “V P + <?3 +MV V (15) 

S7Ü* 0 (16) 

For the model being considered the flow is two dimen¬ 

sional, so the Z-component of the equation of motion 

may be neglected; and terms involving Z can consequently 

be omitted. For steady flow the derivative with respect 

to time is zero. 

x-component: ^V^il : -|f + + 9x (17) 

y-component: W^)= (18) 

continuity equation: ^ ^ (19) 

Since the fluid has a free surface dp/dx was assumed 

to be negligible. Due to the fact that the film is thin, 

the transverse pressure gradient is essentially zero. 

Using an argument similar to that found in Kay (10) or 



Schlicting (11) the equation for the y-component may be 

neglected. Their arguments also indicate that is 
O A 

very small and also may be neglected. This gives the 

system of equations generally used in Boundary Layer 

Theory (12). 

x-component: ^ ^ 9s""*® (20) 

continuity: ^=0 (21) 

Equations (20) and (21) may be put in dimensionless form 

by making the following substitutions: 

u -- ^ v= V" WHERE • ; 4[|_£ (22) 

y. i Y. A 
A yn 1 a» 

U^.r^Re 9t I 
J ' L4 sm©-l (23) 

The equations finally are of the form given by Lynn ( 4 ) ® 

L (3 + = U àu + V&L 
(24) Re \ èY1/ àX àr 

& * ^S0 (25) 

The resulting equation of motion predicts that the velo¬ 

city profile at any point downstream will depend only on 

the Reynold’s number, the dimensionless distance down 

the plate, and the initial conditions. Placing it in 
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this form removes the inclination of the plate and conse¬ 

quently the critical depth from consideration« 

The boundary conditions are different from those 

usually found in Boundary Layer Theory, As in Boundary 

Layer Theory no slip can be assumed at the plate. At 

the surface of the film, it must be assumed that no shear 

exists and since the surface is not parallel to the plate 

this is difficult to express. 

To use the boundary conditions at the surface of the 

film it is necessary to know the position of the boundary. 

In Boundary Layer Theory this is normally taken care of 

by calculating out from the wall until the velocity is 

very close to the free stream velocity. In film flow 

this is impossible and the film thickness must be deter¬ 

mined by the restriction that the Reynold’s number 

throughout the film is constant. If the flow rate is 

considered this may be shown as follows: 

Q =-û A where: A = wy and w is considered to be unity 
The Reynold’s number is defined as: 

From this restriction the film thickness is determined 

since 

(26) 

Re = 4(uy) p/fi or Re - 4Qp/ji which is constant 
(27) 

o 
(2B) Re = 



2. Discussion: 

Due to the way the problem is set up and put in di¬ 

mensionless form the solution should come to the equi¬ 

librium values predicted by Nusselt regardless of what 

actually happens physically. It is known ;thdt under 

certain conditions the film cannot come to equilibrium 

(13). Since these refer to only a small number of cases 

and are not of much practical importance they will not 

be considered except to note that they exist. (See 

appendix F for qualitative drawings showing different 

flow regimes.) In addition a term involving surface 

tension might be included. This means that the radius 

of curvature would be the important variable for this 

term. Since this is nearly impossible to predict in a 

numerical solution its inclusion would introduce more 

error in the equation than it would remove. 

B. Partial Difference Equation 

1. Derivation 

To solve the differential equation numerically it 

was necessary to set it up in difference form. The 

equation is non-linear because of the non-constant 

coefficients. Two procedures were possible to take 

this into account. An iterative technique could be 

used or an linearized approximation to the equation. 
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Since there is no known general criteria for the sta¬ 

bility of non-linear partial difference equations the 

latter was utilized. An implicit procedure was used 

as it should unconditionally yield a stable solution 

(14). 

The first derivative approximation, equation (29) 

was obtained (appendix G) from the Taylor Series for 

non-uniform grid sizes. 

M. - •HU(Y.*1-UUQ)]+M-U(Y-S)+UCY0I] 
ÔY ■ (S + t ) 12 

For the second derivative the form in Lapidus (24) was 

used: u(y+t) - UlYoTL FU(YQ) U (Y-S) 1 
èaU _ L t St J L S-fc 5 J 
èrz' (s +t) 

2 

(30) 

These were used rather than the standard central forward, 

or backward difference forms for uniform grid sizes since 

the expected truncation error became quite large for non- 

uniform mesh sizes. The derived forms, however, should 

have a truncation error on the order of delta Y regard¬ 

less of the grid sizes. This was checked numerically by 

taking derivatives of a half parabola with varying grid 

sizes at various points and comparing with several dif¬ 

ference approximations. The error was found to be on 

the order of .0001$ at the most for the difference forms 

in equation (29) and (30). (appendix H for program and 

results) 
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Using the first and second derivative difference 

approximations given above, the following difference 

equation was obtained (appendix I)S 

YK,£+\ U k- +Cü,c+I UK+I,UI = DK.LM 
(31) 

Where the coefficients are given by! 
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(35) 

The subscripts refer to the following drawing .for 

grid positions. 

The linear approximation used for the coefficients 

was to assume that the x- and y-components of the velo¬ 

cities, U and V, which appeared in the coefficients were 

equal to the U and V at the known step. Actually they 

should have been equal to the U and V at the unknown step 

which would have involved an iterative technique. 
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2. Discussion 

Non-uniform grid sizes were necessary because the 

number of grid points required to reach the surface of 

the film was unknown. The only way to determine this 

was by iteration with the restriction that the integral 

of the velocities, equation (2Ô), was constant through¬ 

out the film and was, in fact, for the dimensionless 

groups used always equal to one (appendix J). As the 

film thickness changed the boundary normally did not go 

through a grid point unless the final grid spacing was 

allowed to vary. The grid spacing was also varied in 

size near the plate in view of the fact that the velo¬ 

city changed rapidly in this region. 

In order to solve the equation which has unknown 

velocity at three points it was necessary to write an 

equation around each grid point which gave N linear 

algebraic equations for N grid points with N/2 unknowns. 

To take care of the extra two unknowns, two boundary 

conditions were necessary which express points outside 

or on the boundaries in terms of interior points of 

known values. The resulting equations were then solved 

simultaneously. 

For the boundary conditions at the plate the usual 

assumption of no slip was made. This means that both 

the x and y components of the velocity were zero. 



At the surface of the film the problem was con¬ 

siderably more complex: To express the fact a zero 

shear condition exists created a number of problems. 
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Since the shear at a point is given by 

(36) 

This would indicate that at the boundary that dü/dY I 0 

if the boundary was parallel to the plate. However, in 

non-uniform flow the boundary is not parallel to the 

plate and the normal at a point on the boundary is not 

normal to the plate. Therefore, to express the zero 

shear condition the derivative must be set equal to zero 

in another coordinate system and transformed into the 

one being used. The X*, Y* coordinate system was neces¬ 

sarily different at any point on the boundary and the 

angle which the normal to the surface made with the 

plate had to be approximated and the coordinate systems 

transformed. The assumption made was that the surface 

of the film could be approximated by straight lines 

drawn between the grid points calculated to be on the 

surface. The boundary condition' derived in the regular 

coordinate system is given as equation (37) and derived 

in appendix K. 

where tan 0 is the change in film thickness with X 

(37) 
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For the derivatives in the Y direction on the 

boundary the central difference form for uniform grid 

spacings was used with the grid spacings on both sides 

of the boundary being equal to the final grid spacings. 

This gave the non-existent velocity outside the boundary 

in terms of the first interior velocity. The derivatives 

in the x direction were more difficult to express since 

the velocity at the preceding point did not exist for a 

forward difference form, if the film thickness was grow¬ 

ing. This was usually approximated by assuming that the 

non-existent velocity was at the preceding point on the 

boundary and multiplying the derivative by the cosine of 

the angle between the two points. 
(38) 

■AX > 

A Y 
x 

(39) 
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C. Solution 

The coefficients of the set of linear algebraic 

equations formed a tridiagonal matrix which was solved 

by a technique developed by Thomas (15)® The integra¬ 

tion for determining the number of grid points necessary 

was carried out by using the trapezoidal rule for the 

non-uniform grid spacings and Simpson’s Rule for the 

uniform ones. This gave an error about 7 parts 

/100,000 when an equilibrium profile was put in as an 

initial condition. The mechanics of the program for 

integration are given in appendix L. The complete pro¬ 

gram is included as appendix M. 

D. Results: Tabulation 

In Table 2 a brief summary of the runs made and 

the reasons for making them are summarized. 

1. For an initial semiparabolic profile curves 

for the film thickness were obtained at Reynold’s num¬ 

bers ranging from 100 to 5500 with an initial condition 

above and below the equilibrium or normal film thickness. 

The surface film velocity was obtained in these runs. 

Also the first two velocities near the plate were ob¬ 

tained in the output to make sure that the grid sizes 

near the plate were sufficiently small to be linear. 

2. To show that the film thickness curve was in¬ 

dependent of the initial condition several initial 



TABLE II. 
SOLUTIONS TO THE EQUATION OF MOTION 

REY _ SEMI¬ 
PARA¬ 
BOLA 

PARA¬ 
BOLA 

SLOT PROFILES UD(NJ - COMMENTS 
3EMI- 
5ARA- 
30LIC 

PARA¬ 
BOLIC 

500 X L x_ _ .7 X X X Superposition 
Effect of entrance 

on velocity 
profiles 

J 

X X «9 X X 
X  X loi  X  X . 
X X i»3 x _  X X 

IOOO X o7 X 
X .0.9 X 
X 1.0 - X 
X 1.1 X 
X 1.3 X 

2000 X X .7 X X 
XL X •9 -IX _ X 
X X 14 X X 
X X 14 X X 

3500 x_ .7 
X © 9 
X 14 
X 1.3 

55OO X .7 - • 

X .9 _ 
Ix loi 

X 10.3 
100 X X <> 5 X X Effect of Reynold1s 

number 
For comparison with 

the MEE 
Determine similarity 

X   X  14 X X 

~500" X X 0 5 X X X 
~X— X 1.5 X X X 

1000 XL X .5 
X X lo3__ X 

1500 X .5 
X X 1.? X 

2000 X X 0 5 X X X 
X _ X lo5 X --  x  X.. 

25OO X _.o5 
X 1O5 

3000 X X _ .5 X 
X 1 ♦ 5 

3500 , x _ X 0.5... X 
X X _ 1<>5 X 

4000 X .5 
X 1*5_.. 

45OO x„ X .5 X 
X 14 

5000 X .... X .5 X _ X 
X X l-«.5 X X  - X   

500 —X loO X X Varied DX: *005..01..02 
2000 X loO X x . Varied DX 
5500 X . - .0.5.  X X 

5ÔO X _o976 X Comparison with Ryan- 
Bell’s Data 193A X 1 » 048 X 

36$9 X 1.205 X 
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conditions were used for the same Reynold,s number. By- 

comparing these with the appropriate curve from the 

Mechanical Energy Equation it was possible to determine 

where the curves should be superimposed. 

3* To determine whether the profiles become simi¬ 

lar, runs were made at several Reynold’s numbers and the 

velocity profiles obtained. They were given in the 

dimensionless parameters derived earlier and in a new 

set of dimensionless parameters which would give the 

same values for the profiles if they were similar 

(appendix A)• 

4. An initial condition with a parabolic profile 

was used also and runs giving the film thickness for a 

range of Reynold’s numbers from 100 to 5500. Several 

initial conditions for several Reynold’s numbers were 

used. Runs were also made at some of the Reynold’s 

numbers used by Ryan-Bell (7)» 

For several Reynold’s numbers including those used 

by Nedderman and Ryan-Bell (7) runs were made giving the 

velocity profiles in both types of dimensionless para¬ 

meters. 

5. In all runs a number proportional to the 

friction factor was obtained to investigate as to 

whether it remained constant which should be true 

for similar profiles (appendix N). 
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Eo Discussion of Results 

For an initial semiparabolic profile it was found 

that the curves representing the film thickness oscil¬ 

lated® The oscillation was non-uniform and varied for 

no obvious reason, although it was possible to damp 

them out to a large extent (Fig 7 & S)° 

The surface velocities accelerated or decelerated 

fairly uniformly depending on the case® Some of the 

interior velocities, especially near the wall, oscil¬ 

lated somewhat but these damped out fairly rapidly® 

Regardless of oscillations both the velocities 

and the film thickness converge to the known values 

at equilibrium® The higher the Reynold’s number, the 

slower the rate of this convergence (Fig 7 & &)® 

When an initial condition of full parabolic pro¬ 

file was used the oscillations immediately following 

the initial point were eliminated by using a suffi¬ 

ciently small increment size down the plate (Fig 9)° 

The profiles and film thickness eventually went to the 

same equilibrium values as for the semiparabolic initial 

profile (Fig 10 & 11)® 

The assumptions for the friction factor in the 

Mechanical Energy Equation of either a constant shear 

To or constant (To/pp2) was investigated® Since To is 

directly dependent on the velocity at the first interior 
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grid point there was oscillation in both quantities* Xo 

was not a constant but apparently approached its equilib¬ 

rium value more rapidly than the rest of the film. 
A 

(Co/pji^) was not constant either but appeared to be 

closer to the expected value at all times than Xo and 

probably was the best assumption in the Mechanical Energy 

Equation. Its variation was probably due to the variation 

in the boundary from the true value (Fig 12). 
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IV. ENTRANCE REGION-INITIAL CONDITIONS 

A. Entering Profiles 

Three initial profiles were considered. They were 

the parabolic, semiparabolic, and flat profiles. Physi¬ 

cally the parabolic profile takes place when one has 

fully developed flow between two parallel plates. Since 

this is usually the type of entrance region found in 

most experimental considerations of non-uniform flow it 

was considered the most significant. The semiparabolic 

profile was the closest approximation to merely starting 

at some arbitrary point in a channel and proceding down¬ 

stream. Consequently conditions immediately after the 

entrance region were not considered as significant as 

those for the parabolic case. The flat profile might be 

considered as a good approximation to a turbulent profile. 

However, only laminar flow was investigated so this pro¬ 

file was not used. 

B. Initial Film Thickness 

Physically there exists certain flow regimes where 

it is impossible for the flow to go to equilibrium. In 

others this depends on the initial film thickness, as 

explained earlier (see appendix F for the 12 cases). 

Practically speaking, these cases are in the minority. 
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Whether the flow goes to equilibrium physically depends 

on the values of Yn, Yc, and the initial value» If Yc 

is less than Yn the flow can never go to the equilibrium 

and is designated as a mild slope.(appendix F). This is 

also true if Yc = Yn (critical slope) and if Yn = infinity 

(adverse slope). When the initial thickness is greater 

than Yc the film still will not go to equilibrium if Yc 

is greater than Yn (steep slope)» The approximated equa¬ 

tion of motion assumes that all regimes will go to equi¬ 

librium. 

The equilibrium thickness and critical thickness 

depend on both the angle of inclination of the plate and 

the Reynold’s number. It is evident from the Figure 13 

that in most cases steep flow will be the case. 

C. Results 

1. The flat profile was not investigated as an 

initial condition. 

2. The immediate entrance region for the semi¬ 

parabolic initial profile was not considered too sig¬ 

nificant, but velocity profiles were obtained to show 

that this was the case (Fig 14). 

3» For a parabolic initial profile it was possible 

to obtain a very smooth film thickness curve in the im¬ 

mediate region after the entrance. For sufficiently 
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small increment sizes downstream (Delta X) the curve was 

reproducible and without the oscillations found farther 

down the plate (Fig 12). Data was obtained for several 

Reynold’s numbers with a series of initial film thick¬ 

nesses (Fig 1Ô). 

In the same region velocity profiles were obtained 

in the two modified dimensionless parameters (Um, Ym) 

discussed earlier. 

Using the same initial conditions, Reynold’s num¬ 

ber and initial velocity profiles runs were made in an 

attempt to duplicate the experimental work of Ryan-Bell 

(Fig 17) theoretically. 

D. Discussion 

For the solutions with an initial semiparabolic 

profile it was found that the profiles became similar 

immediately (Fig 14 )* In some cases they tended to 

deviate for a short distance farther downstream. This 

was probably due to the oscillations and inaccuracies 

of the film thickness curve. Consequently no real 

physical significance attached to this phenomenon. Also 

it might have been due to the problem encountered with 

the initial velocity profile. For this to be compatible 

with the solution in the region of the entrance, the 

angle of the surface to the plate should have had the 
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value that it would have had if the initial condition 

was upstream and this was merely some point on the curve. 

Since this angle was considered to be zero initially, 

there might have been a small error involved which caused 

the film to grow or shrink in thickness somewhat differ¬ 

ently than it should have in the entrance region. 

The smooth curves (Fig 15 & 16) obtained with an 

initial parabolic profile made it possible to predict 

an oscillation which should have a physical counter part. 

Since this initial condition is the same as is generally 

used in experimental work on this subject initial condi¬ 

tions similar to those used by Ryan-Bell were used in an 

attempt to duplicate their film thickness curves. While 

the results (Fig 17) did not coincide, they did indicate 

that the humps found by Ryan-Bell and Nedderman might 

have some theoretical basis under certain conditions and 

might not be due wholly to such phenomena as the contact 

angle as suggested by Nedderman (3). 

Theoretically, the curves with the parabolic velo¬ 

city as an initial condition should not coincide with 

the Mechanical Energy Equation until the velocity pro¬ 

files become "similar." Therefore, from Figures 10 and 

11 it can be seen that the film thickness curves differ 

widely from the Mechanical Energy Equation in the initial 

region. 





Y= y/yn 





The development of the velocity profiles in the 

initial region when an initial parabolic velocity pro¬ 

file is used as expected* The upper part of the film 

accelerates while the lower part decelerates (Fig 1Ê), 

The profiles obtained are the same shape generally as 

those shown by Nedderman (3)« 
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Vo FILM THICKNESS COMPARISONS 

Ao Similarity 

In the Mechanical Energy Equation there is the im¬ 

plicit assumption that all velocity profiles in the film 

are similaro Only if this were true could one assume 

that the kinetic energy correction term alpha was con¬ 

stant» The assumption that the friction factor can be 

approximated by the one obtained in uniform flow and is 

constant implies similarity (appendix N)0 Therefore, if 

flow in any physical situation can be shown to be similar 

and with a moderate gradient then the Mechanical Energy 

Equation should approximate it very closely» 

When the approximated equation of motion is solved 

with an initial semiparabolic profile, it was expected 

that it would be similar at all points downstream» This 

was generally true but in some cases the profiles devi¬ 

ated from similarity slightly» This could have been due 

to the fact that the initial condition was not exactly 

correct or merely to fluctuations in the numerical solu¬ 

tion» For the initial condition to be exactly correct 

the angle that the surface made with the plate should 

have been the angle that it would have had if the initial 

condition was farther upstream and it was merely at an 
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arbitrary point downstream. For all practical purposes 

the flow was similar at all points downstream of the 

initial semiparabolic profile. 

To show that the profiles were similar they were 

plotted in a new set of dimensionless parameters which 

essentially normalized the ones being used. The new 

parameters in terms of the original set are as follows: 

Ym = Y/Sur where sur is the film thickness at the 
point of interest 

Um = UxSur 

The solution to the approximated equation of motion 

with an initial parabolic velocity profile was not ex¬ 

pected to be similar immediately. However, it was 

expected that the profile would develop rapidly and be¬ 

come similar. This was found to be the case as is shown 

in Figure IS. Since correlations exist for the distance 

that it takes flow to develop in a pipe (17) as a function 

of the Reynold*s number it was anticipated that suçh a 

correlation might exist between the Reynold*s number and 

the distance downstream that it took for the flow to be¬ 

come similar. It can be seen (Fig 19) that such a cor¬ 

relation does exist, involving the initial film thickness 

as a parameter. 
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B. Mechanical Energy Equation 

From the solution to the equation of motion which 

showed that the velocity profiles were essentially simi¬ 

lar at all times for an initial semiparabolic profile it 

becomes evident that the assumptions along with the solu¬ 

tion of the Mechanical Energy Equation for the non-uniform 

film thickness are satisfactory* For the initial para¬ 

bolic profile it follows that the Mechanical Energy 

Equation should be a good approximation to the film 

thickness once the profile has developed to similarity 

(Fig 20 & 21). Since it was possible to derive para¬ 

meters for the approximated equation of motion which 

were independent of the angle of inclination of the 

plate (theta) it was not surprising that the solutions 

to the Mechanical Energy Equation were not greatly angle 

dependent and at high Reynold*s numbers were essentially 

independent of the angle (Fig 3). 

C. Partial Difference Equation 

The curves from the solution of the difference 

equation with an initial semiparabolic profile for the 

film thickness were found to oscillate. Although any 

actual film is known to oscillate the reasons that they 

do so could not possibly be incorporated in the equation 

of motion. This is shown by the fact that the oscilla- 



tions were not predictable or uniform. The oscillations 

in all possibility were due to the approximation for the 

surface position. A number of attempts were made to 

damp out the oscillations; these are discussed bplowî 

1. The coefficients were actually non-linear but 

were linearized by assuming that the velocities used in 

the coefficients were those at the previous or known 

grid points. By placing the calculated values of the 

velocities and iterating,the non-linearity was taken 

into account. This caused the equation to become un¬ 

stable, or at least increased the amplitude of the 

oscillations. 

2. Since the second derivative in the direction 

had been neglected,it was put back in the equation. Its 

effect was negligible as expected, and only caused a 

difference in the fourth and fifth significant figures 

of the velocities and film thickness. 

3. The angle of the surface with the plate at the 

unknown point was approximated by the angle formed by 

the straight lines drawn between the known point and the 

estimated unknown point. Since the physical surface is 

a curve it would be expected that some average between 

the two angles formed by the straight lines to and from 

a point would be a better approximation of the tangent 

at that point. In view of this, an iteration was 
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included in the program which calculated three points 

on the surface and then took the average of the angles 

around the second point as the true angle of inclination 

of the surface with the plate and then recalculated the 

second point* This did affect the curve but did not 

damp out the oscillations and actually appeared to 

magnify them slightly. 

4* Originally the integration of the velocities 

to obtain the Reynolds number was carried out by the 

trapezoidal rule. By using an equilibrium value for 

the velocity profile and film thickness , it was pos¬ 

sible to check the accuracy of the integration which 

was found to be around .03$. By using the trapezoidal 

rule on the non-uniform grid spacings and Simpson*s 

Rule on the uniform ones, the per cent error was re¬ 

duced to .007$. It was hoped that this would damp the 

oscillations by giving a more accurate value for the 

surface position but it had little or no effect. 

5. Several approximations of the non-existent 

velocity sometimes required by the derivative approxi¬ 

mation on the surface were attempted. They all resulted 

in the same values since the velocity profiles were quite 

flat near the surface of the film. 

6. Due to the fact that the film thickness was al¬ 

ways changing, the size of the final grid spacing also 



varied as did the number of grid spacings. It was found 

that the integral over N grid points where the final 

grid spacing was zero was not exactly equal to the 

integral over N-l grid points where the final grid 

spacing was full size. This meant that if the correct 

integral value lay somewhere between these two values 

that there was no way to obtain it by varying the film 

thickness. It was found that this meshing problem was 

almost eliminated by using a fraction of a grid size 

never less than 0.2. Instead, the number of grid spac¬ 

ings was reduced by 1.0 and the fractional grid size 

allowed to become as great as 1.2. In the few cases 

where this was not sufficient, the best possible value 

was taken. Any error involved was on the order of .01$. 

7* Finally, from stability considerations for an 

explicit equation of the same type it was expected that 

the oscillations would be dampened and stability improved 

by letting the ratio of go to zero. This was not 

the case and in some instances caused extremely large 

oscillations. Letting the ratio vary in the other direc¬ 

tion apparently did not improve the curves any either. 

By trial and error, however, a combination of grid spac¬ 

ings in the X and Y directions was found which did dampen 

the oscillations and yielded fairly smooth curves. 



It was found that the curves obtained from the 

equation of motion for the film thickness can be super¬ 

imposed a short distance from the initial point if the 

initial velocity is semiparabolic (Fig 22 & 23)* This 

indicates that one curve above and one below the equi¬ 

librium thickness should be sufficient to describe the 

non-uniform film thickness. For any initial film thick¬ 

ness it should only be necessary to start at that point 

on the curve. 

The curves for the film thickness calculated from 

the equation of motion were found to follow those cal¬ 

culated from the Mechanical Energy Equation fairly 

closely. 

The form of the equation of motion which was solved 

had several assumptions in it which might restrict the 

validity of the answers obtained. It should be quite 

good except when steep gradients exist. In this case 

the assumption that the y-component of the equation can 

be neglected is probably not too good. If it were to 

be included then the solutions would no longer be inde¬ 

pendent of the angle of inclination of the plate. Also, 

when a steep film gradient exists, dP/dX probably cannot 

be neglected which would introduce another term in the 

equation. Unfortunately there is no experimental data 
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available to compare with the numerical solution for this 

initial condition. 

It should be possible to approximate the film thick¬ 

ness curve obtained with an initial parabolic profile by 

the Mechanical Energy Equation once the flow becomes simi¬ 

lar and should be quite different until then. This dif¬ 

ference is evident in Figures 9 and 10. However, if it 

is superimposed after similarity is obtained, they are 

fairly close together (Fig 20 & 21). Experimental data 

is available for the film thickness curves with an initial 

parabolic profile (3 & 7)* Since Nedderman did not state 

the exact conditions at which his run was made, a compari¬ 

son was difficult to make. It was possible, however, to 

duplicate theoretically the initial conditions used by 

Ryan-Bell and obtain curves for comparison (Fig 17)» 

They did not compare at all although the same general 

shape was followed. Qualitatively then the humps ob¬ 

tained by Nedderman and Ryan-Bell might have some 

theoretical basis and are not wholly due to such 

phenomena as the contact angle as suggested by Nedderman. 



VI. CONCLUSION 

A. Approximation to the Surface 

1. Approximated Equation of Motion 

The approximated equation of motion does not give 

as good an approximation to the film thickness as might 

be desired due to the fact that there is an oscillation 

in the numerical solution (Fig 7 & Ô). This oscillation 

was probably due to the approximation to the surface that 

was used. If a good fit for the surface was possible, 

then it might be feasible to include a term for the sur¬ 

face tension. 

The fact that the film thickness profiles should 

have a certain amount of dependence on the plate inclina¬ 

tion is not taken into account by the approximated 

equation of motion. This was shown to be the case from 

the Mechanical Energy Equation for small Reynold’s num- , 

bers (Fig 3). To do this would necessitate considering 

the y-component of the equation of motion. If this were 

done and the pressure term included the range of validity 

of the solutions to the equation of motion should extend 

to situations where steep gradients of the film exist. 

2. Mechanical Energy Equation 

The assumptions in the Mechanical Energy Equation of 

a constant friction factor (To/pji^) and constant alpha 
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are shown to be very reasonable* Consequently the solu¬ 

tions using these assumptions should give a good approxi¬ 

mation to the film thickness of a film flowing down a 

plate when the flow is similar. 

B. Similarity 

For an initial semiparabolic profile the flow became 

similar immediately (Fig 14)• In some cases it appeared 

to fluctuate a little due to oscillations in the film 

but always converged to the correct equilibrium values. 

Therefore it can be considered to be similar at all times. 

When an initial parabolic velocity profile was used, 

the flow was found to become similar. The distance down 

the plate required to attain similarity was very nearly 

a linear function of the Reynold’s number with the initial 

film thickness as a parameter (Fig 19)* Once similar, 

the solutions behaved exactly the same as when a semi¬ 

parabolic profile was used initially (Fig 1Ô). 

• • t ■ s 

C• Entrance Region 

For the initial parabolic profile the Mechanical 

Energy Equation was not expected or found to be a good 

approximation to the film thickness until similarity had 

been reached.(Fig 10, 11, 20, 21). 

The solution for the film thickness obtained from 

the approximated equation motion appeared to be quite 
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accurate numerically since the curves didn’t differ once 

the grid size was reduced sufficiently (Fig 9)* However, 

the solution indicated that due to the rapid accelerations 

and decelerations taking place in the liquid that a very 

steep gradient in the film thickness might exist. These 

gradients probably would cause significant velocity com¬ 

ponents in the Y direction. Also they might cause the 

pressure gradient which was assumed to be zero to be 

significant. Consequently these and other considerations, 

such as the contact angle and the surface tension, make 

it doubtful that the curves obtained have more than a 

qualitative significance physically. However, the film 

thickness curves did indicate that for the same condi¬ 

tions used experimentally by Ryan-Bell (7) that a hump 

did exist although it was not as large as that he ob¬ 

served (Fig 17)» Nevertheless, this indicates that it 

might have some theoretical basis. 

The development of the velocity profiles appeared 

to follow the experimental data obtained by Nedderman (3) 

although it was impossible to duplicate his exact ex¬ 

perimental conditions in view of the fact that they were 

omitted from his paper (Fig 1Ô). 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF THE MODIFIED DIMENSIONLESS 
PARAMETERS USED FOR SIMILARITY COMPARISONS (p. 5,22) 

For the dimensionless parameters used in the equation 

of motion the velocity distribution for uniform flow is as 

follows : 

U = 1.5Uave(2Y - Y2) 

where: U = u yn/gamma Re z 4(gamma)p/p 

Therefore the distance in the Y direction will be equal to 

unity at the equilibrium or normal depth. 

For similarity considerations it is necessary for the 

film thickness to always vary between the same limits for 

comparison of the velocities. To do this the existing Y 

coordinate was normalized by dividing it by the film thick¬ 

ness at that point. This insured that the distance would 

always vary from 0 to 1 regardless of the actual depth. 

The modified distance is defined as follows: 

Ym - y/sur where sur is the film thickness 

Ym = Yyn/sur by substituting from above 

Ym = Y/Sur where Sur = sur/yn 

O 



A2 

The modified dimensionless velocity is obtainéd in 

the same way. In this case the velocity will always be 

1.5 at thè film surface if the profile is semiparabolic. 

Um = u sur/gamma 

Um = U(gamma)sur/(yn gamma) 

Um = U(Sur) 
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APPENDIX B 

UNIVERSAL PROFILE DEPENDENCE ON THE 
REYNOLD’S NUMBER IN LAMINAR FLOW (p. 5) 

At equilibrium the velocity profile may be shown to 

be : ( 9 ) 

u- 

where : &N Z I • 

(1) 

(2) 

The shear stress for a Newtonian fluid is defined to be: 

r.- Z z. (3) 

Therefore at y - 0.0 we have : ~Ca r Ç g smô Su (4) 

The friction velocity is defined as: 

r -/*, 
gs\nô u.=|Vo| = 

.91 
The universal velocity is defined as 

U+Z M 
T3V 

The universal distance is defined as 

y*= gu*#. 
r 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 



Substitute equations 5*6,7» in equation 1: 

U+U* - pq Su Sin© 
  

.2- 

u+= y+ - i 

Substitute equation 2: 

U+ = y+- - Ijl  1 3 [Tfegl]* 
This yields the velocity profile at equilibrium in the 

universal parameters» 
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APPENDIX C 

DERIVATION OF THE KINETIC ENERGY 
TERM ALPHA FOR LAMINAR FLOW (p. 9) 

The kinetic energy at any point in a fluid is defined 

as: 

K E ^ T (1) 

KE = i eui 

By integrating over the cross-section normal to the flow 

at some point the following form is obtained: 

(2) 

U ÎW 

KE= sf ir3w/diJ 
The velocity profile for fully developed flow is: 

. i £ 
U = U max. 

['-W 
Substitute equation 3 in equation 2: 

KE=£S^^uSm‘v o ~Z 

K£=l i? 
Integrate : 

['■V'3a 

dy 

4 
dy 

(3) 
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The total Kinetic energy/unit mass/unit time is: 

KE= s-['~'v-5 U) 

It is known that: 

Q=Uave A 
Substitute equations 5 and 6 in equation 4* 

Uftve = 2. U m<x.x 
and 3 (5) & (6) 

KE= i ç y *<« s ~\G 
-§- Umax SWÇ 3S 

2. 
12. U moo*. Assume W- !• KE= -3T w 

If the kinetic energy/unit mass is defined using the 

average velocity as is done in the Mechanical Energy 

equation a correction factor alpha must be included. 

(7) 

K£ 
UNIT MASS 

- Uave 
- ~2TcC 

A—] (Ô) 

Equate equations 7 and Ô to solve for alpha: 

ij<L , 
E -I - 12, Ü maV 
Z CA ~ 35" 

4 * 35 . ££ 
" 9*2’I2 ’ 54 

cA - G 48 
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APPENDIX D 

DERIVATION FOR THE FORM OF THE MECHANICAL 
ENERGY EQUATION WITH A CONSTANT SHEAR 

STRESS RATHER THAN CONSTANT (To/ç^) (p# 9) 

In the derivation for thé Mechanical Energy Equation 

we have the form: 

At equilibrium it is known that the friction factor 

The Reynold’s number is defined at equilbrium as: 

dy/dx = Ay3 - B 
Cy3 - D 

(1) 

(2) 

(îo/#2equil 
) is constant 

^ Ü^éouiu R£ (3) 

|3e - 4P Su CICQUIL 

which reduces to: 

(4) 

Ueau.L. = 4S?e 
_ Re U 

(5) 

Substitute equation 5 in equation 3 

Lo - 3 Re j\~ 
' 4 ç "tïï 

(6) 
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B is no longer constant so the new constant is formed by 

taking out the non-constant terms: 

B'= tf-. (7) 
The Mechanical Energy Equation then takes the form as 

given in equation Ô: 

3* _ AH
3-B'y 

- CTÿ*-D" 
(8) 
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APPENDIX E 

SOLUTION OF THE MECHANICAL ENERGY EQUATION 
WITH THE MODIFIED-MODIFIED EULER METHOD (p. 11) 

For an ordinary differential equation of the form 

dy/dx = F(x,y) 

the difference form may be given as follows for the (i/l) 

iteration at the k/l point: 

(1) 

For the Mechanical Energy Equation: 

F K - A Y î - B 
C Yu* - D 

(2) 

âE.ï - 
èïl «î " CYV-D 

AVKM-B 1 3CYKH 
lprS,,-D]*J (3) 

The unknown value of y for the (i/l) iteration then 

takes the form: 

2Yx*AYi?-Bj RYwi-B i -<
 

à F 
L° 

mi  h O-Y*3- D_ .CYiUi-0 

2L - 

h 

c 
k+i 

(4) 
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The equation is of such a form that the convergence is 

very rapid and takes very few iterations. 

The program for the solution as written in Fortran I 

for an IBM 1620 computer follows: 

The variables used in the program for the solution 

of the Mechanical Energy Equation are defined as follows: 

Rp is the Reynold*s number 

THETA is the angle of inclination of the plate 

G is the acceleration of gravity 

GC is the gravitational constant 

RHO is the density of the fluid in question 

VIS is the viscosity of thé fluid in question 

ALPHA is the kinetic energy corredtion factor (equal 

to .64Ô for laminar flow) 

SLOT is the initial film thickness in dimensionless 

form 

DX is the increment size down the plate in dimension¬ 

less form 

ARB is the constant used to determine when the y being 

iterated had sufficiently converged 

ARBI is a constant to determine if the calculations 

have proceded sufficiently down the plate 

ARBII is a constant to determine how often that the 

results are printed out 



PHI is THETA in radians 

A,B,C,D, are constants in the Mechanical Energy- 

Equation 

YN is the normal or equilibrium film thickness 

YC is the critical film thickness 

DYC is the dimensionless critical film thickness 

YC/YN 

SDX is the dimensional grid size down the plate 

DIST is the actual distance down the plate at which 

the calculations are being carried out 

Y is the actual distance perpendicular to the plate 

SUR is the dimensionless distance perpendicular to 

the plate (Y/YN) 

X is the dimensionless distance down the plate 

(DIST/YN) 

YO is Y at the previous iteration 

F is the function (AY3 - B)/(CY3 - D) 

DF is the difference approximation to dF/dY 

FO and DFO are F and DF at the previous iteration 

Y3 and Y2 are Y3 and Y^ 

RX is X at the last point where the results were 

printed 
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SOURCE PROGRAM FOR MECHANICAL ENERGY SOLUTION 

1 READ 3, RE, THETA, G, GC, RHO, VIS, ALPHA 

READ 10, SLOT, DX, ARB, ARBI, ARBII 

10 FORMAT (5F14O6) 

RX * 0.0 

3 FORMAT (7F10.4) 

PHI - (THETA/360.)*2.*3.141596 

A = G*SIN(PHI) 

B = 3.*VIS*VIS*GC*RE/4./RHO/RHO 

C * G/COS(PHI) 

D = RE*RE*VIS*VIS/l6•/RHO/RHO/ALPHA 

IN = (B/A)**(l./3.) 

YC = (D/C)**(l./3.) 

DYC = YC/YN 

PUNCH 9, RE, THETA, SLOT, DYC 

9 FORMAT (3HRE*F11.4, 7H THETA=F7»3, 6H SL0T=F0.4, 
4H YC=F10.6) 

SDX * DX*YN 

DIST = SDX 

YO = SLOT*YN 

S Y3 = YO*YO*YO 

CR » C*Y3-D 

IF(ABS(CR)-.000001)1,2,2 

FO * (A*Y3-B)/CR 2 
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DFO - (3.*A*YO*YO)/(C*Y3-D)-(A&Y3-B)*(3.*C*YO*YO)/ 
(C*Y3-D)/(C*Y3-D) 

Y - YO 

F - FO 

DF - DFO 

4 YS =■ Y 

Y = (2YO/SDX+(FO+F)-Y#PF)/(2./SDX-DF) 

Y3 * Y*Y*Y 

CR = (C*Y3-D) 

IF(ABS(CR)-.000001)1,5,5 

5 F =• (A*Y3-B)/CR 

DF - (3.*A*Y*Y)/(C*Y3-D)-(A*Y3-B)*(3.*C*Y*Y)/ 
(C*Y3-D)/(C+Y3-D) 
( •• î.'x - • ) 

IF(Y-YS-ARB)6,4 » 4 

6 SUR - Y/YN 

X - DIST/YN 

IF(X-RX-ARBII)11,12,12 

12 PUNCH 7, I, DIST, SUR, X 

RX = X 

11 DIST = DIST4SDX 

7 FORMAT(4F16.6) 

YO = Y 

IF(X-ARBI)Ô,1,1 

END 
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APPENDIX F 

FLOW DEPENDENCE ON THE NORMAL AND CRITICAL DEPTH (p. 13,25) 

I 

STEEP SLOPE 



ADVERSE SLOPE 
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APPENDIX G 

FIRST DERIVATIVE APPROXIMATION 
FOR NON-UNIFORM MESH SIZES (p. 17) 

If non-uniform grid spacings are approximated by 

"s" and "t" around a point the Taylor series for each 

are as follows: 

jkL HiôiaeR ORDER m 
Ufy+t)*U(yi)+t3i| + 2 Ty* + TERMS 

èU S^LI HIGHER. ORO£R l7) 
u(y-s)»u(yo)-S+2 +

T^RVIS 

Multiply equation 1 by s^ and equation 2 by t^ and sub¬ 

tract to obtain the difference form for the first 

derivative. 

<^LI- U(H+t)S*-U(tj-S) ,,, 
ciy St lift) (3) 

Since the 2nd order terms cancel the trucation error is 

on the order of t^ or s^. 

At the boundary of the film for which velocities are 

being calculated the final grid spacing is allowed to vary 

and is equal to some fraction of a uniform grid spacing. 

If the uniform grid spacing is dY then the non-uniform one 

may be called PtdY. For the derivative at the first in¬ 

terior point from the surface of the liquid film let: 



t * PtdY 

s = dy 

When these are substituted in the difference form of 

equation 3 the following is obtained: 

. Un d Y * - U«-> PiaY^f U M-I d Y Pb*-1 ) 
<à u.r. ptdY*5(Pt+n 
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PROGRAM FOR ERROR ANALYSIS OF 
VARIOUS DERIVATIVE FORMS (p. 17) 

Since non-uniform grid spacings were used in the 

solution of the equation of motion several difference 

approximations for the first derivative and a difference 

form found in Lapidus for the second derivative were 

investigated. Since the flow was known to have a semi¬ 

parabolic profile at equilibrium, the difference ap¬ 

proximations were taken over a semiparabolic profile 

and compared with the analytical derivatives known to 

exist. 

In the computer program? 

FRSTA is the value of the first derivative calcu¬ 

lated analytically. 

FRSTC is the first derivative difference form for 

non-uniform grid spacings. 

FRSTF is the forward difference form. 

FRSTB is the approximated difference form which 

would be correct if the grid spacings were 

uniform. 

SECA is the actual value of the second derivative 

calculated analytically. 



SECC is the value of the second derivative calculated 

from the difference approximation for non- 

uniform grid spacings. 

A is the grid spacing not allowed to vary. 

B is the grid spacing allowed to vary. 

Y equals y/yn and gives the point in the film where 

the derivatives are taken. 

DY is the size of the uniform grid spacing. It is 

in the same dimensionless form used in the 

equation of motion. 

UNI is the value of the velocity for an equilibrium 

profile in dimensionless parameters for the 

Y used. 

UNII is the value of the velocity at Y/BDY. 

UN is the value of the velocity at Y-A(DY). 
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SOURCE PROGRAM FOR ERROR ANALYSIS OF DERIVATIVE FORMS 

READ 2, A, B, Y, DY, ARB 

2 FORMAT(5F10.4) 

S FORMAT ( 7X3 H1ST6XZ*H1STC6X4H1STF6X4H1STB7X3HSEC6X4HSECC9X1HB) 

3 FORMAT(7E10.4) 

5 FORMAT(4H A»Fa.4*. 4H Y*FS.4, 4H DY-FÔ.4) 

PUNCH 5, A, Y, DY 

PUNCH a 

4 UNI I = 3.*(2.*(Y+B*DY)-(YfB*DY)*(Y+B*DY))/2. 

UNI - 3.*(2.*Y-TfrY)/2. 

UN = 3.*(2.*(Y-A*DY)-(Y-A*DY)*(Y-A*DY))/2. 

FRSTA - 3.*(2.-2.*Y)/2. 

SECA - -3. 

FRSTC = (UNI I*A*A-UN*B*B-UNI*(B*B-A*A))/(DY*A*B*(A+B)) 

SECC •= 2.*(UNI I-UNI*(1.-B/A) -B*UN/A)/(DY*DY*B*(B -A)) 

FRSTF = (UNI I-UNI)/(B*DY) 

FRSTB = (UNI I-UN)/((A+B)*DY) 

IF(B-ARB)7,6,6 

6 PUNCH 3, FRSTA, FRSTC, FRSTF, FRSTB, SECA, SECC, B 

B » B*.9 

IF(SENSE SWITCH 1)9,4 

9 PRINT 2, FRSTA, FRSTC, SECA, SECC 

GO TO 4 

7 STOP 

END 
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DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION FOR THE 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION (p. 17) 

The partial differential equation is of the form: 

UsMi - I 3Ï - Vàu 

CWRELJY* J èY (1) 
Substituting in the forms for the first and second deriva¬ 

tives for non-uniform grid sizes the following is ob¬ 

tained: 

1st Derivative: 

àu UK„SZ-UK-,t1 + (2) 
èY St(S+t) 

2nd Derivative: 

? 
à Y1 

UK+I - Ukl - 
m 

UK - UM 
•» L t ~stl . St S J (3) 

(SttJ /2 

UrifUK.^!- Uk.tl - .-...4(2) SUk+i.f+’i +tUk-u+l “Ux.tti (S+t) 
AX 

+a - VKI: 

Re , St (Sf-t' 

+rt*-s*) UK.L«1 

I ^ 

(4) 

sd: 

(5) 

RË 

When this is rear 

î£,î+i Uk-t,Li +Si 

st ( s+t) J 

'ranged the following is obtaine 

K,LfiLIl^l+i «fi*. U K+I/+I 
= D K, î +1 



where : 

Y . _ -8Axt - VK.I AX t2- 
°K'C+I RE S t(S + fc) -StlsTtT 

(6) 

C . _ UK,L +8AX(s+t) +V/K,^x(^-St). (7) 
~ Rest(s+t st(s-i-t) 

r—. - -8AXS + VK.C DA a 
^ " Tte St (S+fcj f St (S+t) 

VK.L ÛX s* (8) 

PK.£H = , UK,£ (9) 

For the N*'*1 equation solve for U(N/l) using the 

boundary condition: 

du - -du fan <£ 
Hr " "cT* p_ 

where: (p. 21) 

(10) 

dll - U N, L4-i ~~ UNA,l 
AX 

Cos <}> 

clu — UKJ-H.L +-I — Ubl-I r L+l 
cT? iPf AY 

(11) 

(12) 

Putting the boundary condition in difference form gives: 

UN+I,C+IS Uw-i,t*i -fan<^)&YPf' 
i 1 1 

UNXH-UWA'I, 
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If this is supstituted in equation 3, the difference 

equation becomes: 

^ (Jift+i-iL/WrfjÉ+’f UN,L+) (14) 

where : 

KJ,L+| = Ki,c-+/ ■‘‘^N.L+I 
S = *° (15) 

= St/.w/ - 2. Pfc AY fcxn<i GT/.L 
' AX [|ÏW0*j* 

Dw 6+i * D/s/.tt/ +2PfcAV fand) dTI.L ^Uurt.i 
ÂX [f+rTn^]^ 

(16) 

(17) 
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APPENDIX J 

CONVERSION OF INTEGRATION OVER THE FILM FROM 
DIMENSIONAL TO DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS (p. IS) 

If the Reynold’s number is defined as: 

Re = 4PP = y* udcj 

and the dimensionless parameters are defined as: 

U = U SKI 

P 

ü_ 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Substitute in the dimensionless parameters for the 

dimensional ones: 

R- f fo!t€(S-dr) 

Consequently the integral is independent of the Reynold’s 

number and always equal to unity 
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APPENDIX K 

BOUNDARY CONDITION AT THE WALL (p. 20) 

At the film surface the shear is zero. Therefore 

the derivative of the velocity perpendicular to the film 

surface from the expression for shear in a Newtonian 

fluid is zero. 

Us = -Ji du/dy* 

where xf and y* are the coordinates perpendicular and 

parallel to the film surface as shown in the drawing 

below. Phi is the angle of inclination of the film 

surface with the plate. 

The coordinates parallel and perpendicular to the 

film surface expressed in terms of the coordinates 
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perpendicular and parallel to the surface of the plate 

are as follows: 

X* = X cos^ / Y sin^ (1) 

Y* = Y cos^ - X sin^ (2) 

The velocities in the X* and Y* directions expressed 

in terms of the velocities in the X and Y directions are: 

U» = Ucosjrf - Vsinjrf (3) 

V* = Usinf* / Vcos^ (4Î 

Since the shear is zero in the transformed coordinates 

this means that: 

dU»/dY* =0 (5) 

Therefore: 

du', àu dY cosd dY sm<i _ o 
dY'' èYdY7 àïdT r 

dY _ - ày^s'irid) - aosd 
WOSSY

1 r  ? 

dû' - àll cosd - èv' s'md ansJ 
dY'' 5Ÿ ^ cYY r r 

FROM THE EQUATION OF CoNT/Nuiry/ 

èU_ _<W 

TT TT 
onszd + àil s1ng( Cosé 

TYix ' 
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The boundary condition expressed in the regular coordinates 

system is then: 

À U — —-sliJ ion 
dT <JX 

(6) 
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INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE (p. 21) 

For the integration subroutine used in the computer 

program a combination of the trapezoidal rule and Simp¬ 

son’s rule were used. To integrate between two velocities 

by the trapezoidal rule the average velocity is taken and 

multiplied by the distance involved. 

(U(l) / U(2))dY/2 = U dY (D 
Simpson’s rule necessitates having uniform grid spacings: 

(s/3)( U(l) / 4u(2) / U(3) = Jj (JJY (2) 

Since the grid spacing varied out to some arbitrary point 

in the film and also at the boundary the following was 

used as programed in Fortran I. NI is the grid spacing 

at which the uniform grid spacings begin. N is the 

total number of grid spacings, Pt is the size of the 

grid spacing at the boundary, and s is the fraction of 

a grid spacing used elsewhere. 
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INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE 

S =• SO 

REY = U(l)*DY*S/2. 

DO 51 J ~ 2,NI 

S - 2.*S 

51 REY = S*DY*(U(J) + U(J+l))/2. + REY 

J - NI f 1 , NI = N-2 

DO 500 I - J,NI,2 

K s I 

500 REY = DY*(U(I-l) f 4.*U(I)+U(H-l))/3.+REY 

IF (K-N+3) 502,501,502 

501 REY = (U(N-2) f U(N-l))*DY/2. 4 REY 

502 REY » (U(N) + U(N-l))*PT*DY/2. f REY 
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APPENDIX M 

PROGRAM FOR THE SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION OF MOTION (p. 21) 

The following symbols used in the computer program 

written in Fortran I for the IBM 7090 are defined as: 

U is the dimensionless velocity in the X direction 

V is the dimensionless velocity in the Y direction 

X is the dimensionless distance down and parallel 

to the plate 

SUR is the dimensionless distance of the film surface 

perpendicular to the plate 

UD is the modified dimensionless velocity used to 

show similarity in the X direction 

W,P, and Q are intermediate values calculated when 

solving the system of linear algebraic equations 

by Thomas*s method 

UO is the dimensionless velocity at the point pre¬ 

ceding that where U is calculated 

GAMMA, DELTA, SIGMA, D are the coefficients of the 

algebraic equations being solved simultaneously 

ND is the maximum number of grid points possible 

RE is the Reynold*s number given as an initial value 

SLOT is the initial film thickness in dimensionless 

parameters 
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NI is the number of grid points out from the wall 

over which the grid spacings was varied. 

(Usually S) 

DX is the dimensionless mesh size in the X direction, 

DY is the dimensionless mesh size in the Y direction. 

SO is the fraction of a grid size used between the 

wall and the first interior grid point, 

(Usually .005) 

N is the number of grid points necessary to reach 

the film surface. 

ARBI, ARB2, ARB3, ARB4, and ARB5 are constants 

determining how far apart velocities profiles 

will be printed out in the regions of DIST 0-1, 

1-3, 3-20, 2O-5O, and greater than 50 

DIST is the distance (dimensionless) down the plate 

in the X direction. 

ARB is a constant determining how far the integration 

over the film for the dimensionless Reynoldfs 

number can deviate from the correct value of 1. 

TNGT is the tangent of the angle formed by the film 

with the plate between the known and unknown 

points on the surface. 

TNGTO is the tangent of the angle of the surface with 

the plate at t|he previous point from TNGT. 
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ARBI is a constant used to determine if the routine 

for calculating the film thickness in sucessive 

iterations has gotten in an even oscillation 

and will not converge to the correct value of 

SUR (usually .00001), 

ARBII is a constant used to determine where to stop 

calculating down the plate (usually between 

50 and 200\ 

ARBIII is a constant used to determine the minimum 

grid size at the final grid spacing at the 

surface, PT (usually .2). 

Z is a dummy variable used on the last data card to 

end the program. 

RDIST is the last value of DIST at which the film 

thickness (SUR), the distance down the plate 

(DIST), and other variables of interest have 

been printed out. 

SDIST is the last value of DIST at which the velo¬ 

city profiles have been printed out. 

I,J.K,L,M, are subscripts for dimensioned variables^ 

RUT is a constant to determine if the subroutine 

iterating on SUR to determine the film thickness 

is stuck in an infinite loop due to meshing 

problems and the best value of SUR must be taken. 



BL is the film thickness at the known point preceding 

SUR. 

PT is the fraction of a uniform grid spacing used at 

the surface. 

PTO is the fractional grid spacing preceding the one 

where PT is used. 

NA is the number of grid points necessary to reach 

the surface at the known point preceding the 

point where N is being calculated. 

AD is an intermediate value used when iterating to 

calculate PT. 

INT is an intermediate value when iterating to 

calculate N. 

RINT is the floating point value bf the fixed point 

value INT. 

REP, TEM are intermediate values in several calcula¬ 

tions and used to save time and space in the 

calculations. 

REY is the value of the dimensionless Reynold*s 

number calculated by integrating over the 

velocities in the film (Iterations are made 

on the profile and film thickness (SUR) until 

RET is within ARB of 1). 
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SURF:‘.is the value of the film thickness previous 

to SUR in the iteration on SUR. 

DIFF is the difference between SUR and SURF which 

is stored in the iterative routine to compare 

with the next difference between SUR and SURF 

to make sure that the value of SUR isn’t 

oscillating uniformly so as to never converge. 

S and T are the fraction of a grid spacing around 

a point. If a grid spacing is at Y, then the 

grid spacings around Y are at Y-S(DY) and 

Y/T(DY). 
i 

CNST is equal to the friction factor (a constant). 

For an initial semiparabolic profile statement six should 

be replaced by: 

UO(I) = 1.5*(2.*SUR/SLOT - SUR*SUR/SLOT/SLOTj/SLOT (l) 

UO(N) = 0. by U0(N) = 1.5 (2) 

The program as shown is for an initial parabolic 

profile. For this case a DX of .02 is recommended and 

DY of .05. When DIST is equal to 3* the program is set 

up to automatically set DX equal to 3. For an initial 

semiparabolic profile a DX of 3* is recommended to damp 

oscillation. If it wished to try various DX’s then 

statement 24# and the preceding one may be eliminated. 



If the velocities are not wanted, statements after 253 

and before 75 may be eliminated. 
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SOURCE PROGRAM FOR SOLUTION 
TO THE EQUATION OF MOTION 

* XEQ 
DIMENSION UD(99) 
DIMENSION W(99), P(99), Q(99) 
DIMENSION U(99), V(99), UO(99) 
DIMENSION GAMMA (99), SIGMA(99), DELTA(99), D(99) 

2 FORMAT(13, F12.6, 4F9.6, F12.6, 3F7.4) 
SO READ INPUT TAPE 2,2,ND,RE,SLOT 

READ INPUT TAPE 2, 2, NI, DX, DY, SO 
READ INPUT TAPE 2,2,N, ARBI, ARB2, ARB3, ARB4, 

ARB 5 
READ INPUT TAPE 2,2,N,ARB,TNGT,TNGTO,ARBI,ARBII, 

ARBIII ,Z 
30 FORMAT (4HRE=F12.6, SH SLOT =F10.6, 6H DX =F10.6) 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3, 30, RE, SLOT, DX 
BL * SLOT 
RDIST - 0.0 
SDIST =0.0 
DIST =0.0 
DIFF =0.0 
RUT =*0.0 
SUR = 0. 
S = SO 
I - I 

101 SUR » S*DT + SUR 
6 UO(I) = 6.*(SUR/SL0T-SUR*SUR/SL0T/SL0T)/SL0T 

V(I) =0.0 
IF(I-NI)102, 104, 104 

102 S = S*2. 
GO TO 105 

104 S = 1. 
105 IF(SUR-BL) 106,107,107 
106 I = 1+1 

GO TO 101 
107 N = I 

UO(N) = 0.0 
PTO = ((BL + DY) - SUR)/DY 

120 DO 201 I = N,ND 
UO(I) = UO(N) 

201 V(I) = V(N) 
NA = N 
IF(DIST - 2.999) 111,240,240 

24Ô DX = 3. 
Ill AD PTO - TNGT*DX/DY 

INT = AD 
IF(AD)112,114,114 



112 
114 

MÔ 

116 

11Ô 

9 

11 

14 
ô 

10 
14 1 

12 

13 

15 

INT = INT-1 
RINT - INT 
PT » AD - RINT 
IF(PT-ARBIII)116, 11Ô, 11& 
PT = PT + 1. 
INT - INT - 1 
N = NA + INT 
IF(ND- N)Ô0 , 9, 9 
SUR =0.0 
S = S0 
DO 12 1=1,N 
SUR = S*DY + SUR 
IF(Iî-Nl)10,ll,14 
T = 1. 
GO TO 141 
IF (I-N+1)11,M 
T Œ PT 
GO TO 141 
T= 2.*S 
REP = -S.*DX/(RE*(T+S)*S*T*DY*DY) 
TEM = V(I)*DX/((T+S)*T*S*DY) 
DELTA(I) - UO(I) - REP*(S-T) + TEM*(T*T - S*S) 
GAMMA(I) - REP*T - TEM*T*T 
SIGMA (IJ = REP*S + TEM*S*S 
D(I) = 12.*DX/RE + UO(I)*UO(I) 
S = T 
GAMMA(N) = 2.*REP*T 
DIM = SIGMA(N) * 2.*T*DY*TNGT/DX/(1. + TNGT*TNGT) 

Jjesjc # 

DELTA(N) = DELTA(N)-DIM 
D(N ) = Ô()N) + DIM*(-UO(NA) ) 
Wjl) = DELTA (1) 
Q(l) = SIGMA(1)/W(1) 
P(l) = D( 1 ) MD 
DO 13 1= 2,N 
W(I) = DELTA(I) f GAMMA(I)*Q(I-1) 
Q(I)= SIGMA (I) / W(I) 
P(I) = (D(I) - GAMMA(I)*P(I-1))/W(I) 
U(N ) = P ( N ) 
NO = N-l 
DO 15 I- 1,N0 
M= N-I 
U(M) = P(M) -Q(M)*U(M+1 ) 
S = SO 
REY = U(l)*DY*S/2. 
DO 51 J = 2,NI 
S « 2.*S 
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51 REY = S*DY*(U(J) f U(J-l))/2. +• REY 
NI = N-2 
J - NI f 1 
DO 500 I = J,M1,2 
K = I 

500 REY = DY*(U(I-l) + 4.*U(I) + U(I-l))/3. + REY 
-IF(K~N+3 )502,501,502 

501 REY - (U(N-2) + U(N-l) )*DY/2. + REY 
502 REY - (U(N) + U(N-l))*PT*DY/2. + REY 

IF(ABSF(REY - 1.) - ARB) 62, 62, 192 
192 SURF = SUR 

IF(RUT - 2.)1920,62,62 
1920 SUR = SUR/REY 

IF(ABSF(ABSF(SURF-SUR)-DIFF) * ARBI )194,193,193 
194 SUR = (SUR t SURF)/2. 

RUT = RUT + 1. 
193 DIFF - ABSF(SUR - SURF) 

TNGT «(BL - SUR )/DX 
GO TO 111 

62 Nil = N-NI 
V(N) - -U(N)*TNGT/(1.+ TNGT*TNGT) ** • 5 
K - N-l 
DO 63 I- 1,K 
L = N-I 
IF (L-NI+1) 74,73,72 

73 T = S0*2.**(NI-l) 
GO TO 72 

74 T - T/2, 
72 REP - (U(L) - UO(L)*DY*T/DX 
63 V(L) = REP - V(Lfl) 

DO 71 I- l.N 
UD(I) = U(I)*SUR 

71 UO (I) ^ U(I) 
DIST = DIST - DX 
CNST * U(1)*SUR*SUR 
IF(DIST - 6.)250,252.252 

250 IF(DIST - RDIST-.099) 253,252,252 
252 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3, 2, N,DIST,SUR,U(l),U(2), 

U(N),CNST,UD(N) 
RDIST = DIST 

253 CONTINUE 
IF(DIST-1.)3S0,300,350 

3S0 IF(DIST - SDIST -ARBI)75,300,300 
350 IF(DIST - 3.)351,351,352 
351 ARBI = ARB2 

GO TO 3SO 
IF(DIST - 20.)353,353,354 352 
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353 ARBI = ARB3 
GO TO 330 

354 IF(DIST - 50.3355,355,356 
355 ARBI = ARB4 

GO TO 330 
356 ARBI « ARB5 

GO TO 330 
300 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,31,N,(U(I),I~1,N) 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,31,ND,(UD(I),I=1,N) 
31 FORMAT(13, 5E13.6/(3X5E13»6)) 

SDIST » DIST 
75 PTO = PT 

BL * SUR 
RUT * 0.0 
IF(DIST-ARBII)120,120,721 

721 IF(Z-1.)30,BO,722 
722 CALL EXIT 

END 
* DATA 



APPENDIX N 

THEORETICAL BASIS FOR ASSUMING THAT THE FRICTION 

FACTOR Xo/pp2 IS CONSTANT FOR SIMILAR FLOW 
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APPENDIX N 

THEORETICAL BASIS FOR ASSUMING THAT THE FRACTION 
FACTOR To/pu2 IS CONSTANT FOR SIMILAR FLOW (p. 22} 

Define f, and f„: 
1 2 

f.* (1) 

£ = fit*- = W*. (2) 

For the derivative near the plate the profile is linear 

so dü/dY may be approximated by the first interior velo- 

city U(l). 

This gives: 

If
 

•'
co
fc
 

(3) 

f2 
s ^ yî Q* (4) 

From similarity considerations it is known: 

U,Y, - UtYi. (5) 

u,r, » Y«. (6) 

Equation 5 implies that: 

Miz Jh, 
X 

or 
(7) 



Substitute equations 4»5>6 in equation 1 

Therefore 


